TINY GIANT
- Professional 3-Axis Stabilizer -

/ Supreme Power. Superior Compatibility
/ Efficient Control. Effortless Operation.
/ Modular Design. Upgraded Image Transmission

Professional 3-Axis Stabilizer
WEEBILL-S easily handles mainstream DSLR cameras. Thanks
to its compact size, lightweight body and unique Sling mode,
WEEBILL-S delivers an effortless shooting experience even with
the new generation of full frame mirrorless cameras.

Featuring an upgraded algorithm and more powerful motors, an
intelligent ViaTouch 2.0 system as well as an ultra-low latency
HD image transmission module, WEEBILL-S pushes the limit of
filmmaking even further.
Unleash boundless possibilities with WEEBILL-S!

TINY GIANT
FEATURES

Supreme Power. Superior
Compatibility

Compact as a Piece of A4
Paper

Upgraded Image Transmission
Module: Step into Stride

WEEBILL-S comes with the newest motor
unit and upgraded algorithm, with 300%
improvement in motor torque and 50%
increase in responsiveness. With better
power comes stronger compatibility,
WEEBILL-S can easily handle mainstream
mirrorless and DSLR camera & lens
combos.

The unique structure and minimum
design of WEEBILL-S make it super
compact as a piece of A4 paper. With
the ergonomically designed Sling
mode, WEEBILL-S provides an effortless
shooting experience for anyone.

The all-new TransMount Image
Transmission Module (accessory), in its
compact size, can be directly mounted
under the quick release plate neatly.
With 1080P 30fps highly synchronised
transmission (100-meter distance)
featuring LUT, Pseudocolor, Focus
peaking, Zebra Stripes etc, professional
monitoring and livestreaming can be easily
achieved on a gimbal.

Intelligent Auto Tune

Stay Focused All the Way

Set-up and Pack-up at Ease

WEEBILL-S has a new self-adaptive control
algorithm, which can automatically
recognize the product weight in an ultraaccurate way. Simply mount your camera
onto WEEBILL-S to auto-tune its motors to
best adapt to your device.

WEEBILL-S supports both electronic focus
control and mechanical focus/zoom
control through a handy control wheel.
Whatever camera & lens combo you're
using, you can always pull focus or zoom
precisely via the included cable and servo
motor.

WEEBILL-S uses a two-in-one quick release
plate (Manfrotto/Arca-Swiss), allowing
easy set-up and fast transition between
cameras without re-balancing. With its
upgraded latch design, each axis can be
easily locked for fast balance adjustment
and safe storage.

Modular Design

Responsive and Flexible
than ever

ViaTouch 2.0: Your FingerTouch Vision World

Use a pro-monitor with the TransMount
Image Transmission Package for indoor
and outdoor shooting. Up-to 3 devices can
be connected for real-time monitoring.
The new Wireless Remote Controller with
built-in motion sensor gives you and your
crew, stabilizer and camera control even
over long distances.

The upgraded 8th generation Instune
algorithm provides high responsiveness
and eliminates jitter in fast movement.
Not only that, you can quickly adjust the
speed and various parameters of each axis
directly through the dial on the handle,
giving you responsive and flexible control.

ViaTouch 2.0 seamlessly connects your
smartphone, camera and gimbal. Various
gimbal and camera parameters can be
adjusted in real time. SmartFollow and Sync
Motion give you unprecedented instant
control over your camera.

CONTROL MODE

PAN FOLLOWING
MODE

FOLLOWING
MODE

LOCKING
MODE

VORTEX
MODE

FULL-RANGE
POV MODE

The roll axis and tilt axis are
locked. The camera pans as
you turn the gimbal left and
right.

The roll axis is locked so
the camera pans and
tilts to follow the handle
movements.

All three axis are locked so
the camera is fixed in one
position.

Vortex Mode gives you
the freedom to make
360° barrel shots in all
dimensions.

Full-Range POV Mode allows
360° synchronous movement
on all three axes, offering
an immersive experience like
never before.

ZHIYUN APP
ZY Play
ZY Play is a powerful assistant app dedicated for Zhiyun
stabilizer users. With it, you benefit from remote camera
control and easy access to gimbal settings.

Lightollector
Within the app, you will find the world’s biggest video sharing
community for stabilizer lovers - Lightollector, with detailed
stabilizer tutorials and amazing footage created and shared
by users worldwide.

SMOOTH-Q2 Specs
Operation Voltage
Output Voltage
Operation Temperature

3.6 V
5V
-10℃ -45℃

Operation Time

17 h

Weight

380 g

Payload

260 g

Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

